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Abstract: Due to social distancing, teaching has become more challenging 

nowadays than ever before. Teachers try to search for different resources and use 

various methods and activities, with the aim to create interesting and adequate 

educational practices in the online environment. Teaching was moved from 

educational institutions to the online space, which requires not just an extensive 

creativity, but mainly additional teaching techniques and materials which enhance 

educational processes. Even though, literature was considered as an old-fashioned 

source and was deposed from the pedestal of educational resources decades ago, 

making space for more contemporary teaching techniques, it announces its 

comeback in the digital age. Different ways can be employed in order to teach the 

English language. In our paper, we discuss techniques of teaching English 

language via literature and its immersion into online education.  

Keywords: Teaching Literature, EFL, Online Education, Teaching 

Techniques, Teaching Methods. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is generally acknowledged truth that teaching in the digital world of 

nowadays is more challenging than ever before. Young generation, nurtured within 

the walls of educational institutions, was exposed to online education without any 

preparation. Teachers all around the world have been forced to combine the known 

knowns with the known unknowns and study, teach and examine, all at the same 

time in front of their computer screens. Many challenges have appeared in the 

educational process, while trying to maintain high-quality standard of the physical 

classes in the virtual space. One of them are the ways how teaching methods are 

being applied into the educational virtual environment to make it more effective. 
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Online space also requires adjusted materials and printed books might not be as 

effective as in the physical classrooms, so the teachers must search for other options 

online or create their own e-learning materials. However, Kalaš (2013) claims that 

sometimes the materials generated by teachers might lack the quality or are not 

completely adjusted to the curriculum or needs of the learners. Some resources are 

already available in the forms of podcasts, e-books, videos or as a supplementary 

resource to the printed books, easily accessible in the online form. Byram and 

Adelheid (2017) agree that literature is a tool to be used effectively with different 

methods. We can apply literary texts into both the online and offline space, 

enhancing the teaching process and expanding the fantasy of the learners. In our 

paper we will discuss the ways, how literature can be used in the EFL teaching in 

the times of online socializing, as well as distancing.  

METHODS AND EXPLORATION OF MATERIALS 

We reviewed different applicable sources and studies, searching for the ways 

how literature can be implemented via different methods into teaching, both offline 

and online. For centuries, literature is supposed to be a very effective tool to teach 

languages, as it unites mental, historical, and cultural development of mankind with 

educational purposes. According to Choudhary (2016) it analyses human life from 

different perspectives, via implication of various languages, forms and structures. It 

is not just the linguistic discourse, but also the visions and thoughts implemented in 

the literary works that influence the perception of the world by learners and enable 

to teach broad layers of society in a holistic manner (Ibid.).  

Literary texts provide rich linguistic input, effective stimuli for students to 

express themselves, as well as a source of motivation. Especially nowadays, in the 

progressive time of digitalization, it is very important to search for methods which 

keep the students intrinsically motivated and which prolong their attention span. 

Literary texts are a great tool to do this. Literary texts are a natural exposition of 

language and a way of learning from early childhood. Sreena (2018) discusses, 

children watch fairy tales in English, videos with nursery rhymes and songs; even 

though they are not able to read the text themselves or produce the language yet, 

after certain time they can connect the words with their meaning. In the adulthood, 

readers are exposed to literary works of individual preference, up to late age, 

choosing any texts that serve for pleasure.  

Chen (2014) agrees that implementation of literature into classes helps 

teachers to get to know their students, their views, beliefs and design their lessons 

accordingly. McCormick (2007) states that reading texts connected to the interests 

of the learners, raises the level of the reading and in such a manner, should also be 

chosen the texts for the classes.  
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Scrivener (2011) explains that one of the most useful ways to study and 

understand the language is to be gobbled by the subject of interest, without realising 

that you are learning the foreign language in the meanwhile. Robinson (2002) 

agrees, literary texts provoke curiosity and raise motivation, which is a crucial factor 

in learning the foreign language.   

E-books, podcasts, or audio-texts are essentially connected to The Computer 

Assisted Language Learning (CALL) with a commencement dating to 1960s. 

However, in the time of its beginnings, computer was used in the language teaching 

in a place of the lecturer, with automatic programmes creating questions for 

students, who were supposed to response in order to learn. Nowadays, computers are 

used as a facilitator by teachersto execute their teaching outside educational 

institutions, which besides saving the time spent commuting, is also very ecological 

way of teaching and learning, when we think of all the paper and also trees, which 

are saved by using online resources and assessments.   

Veselá (2016) discusses the Ubiquitous Computer Assisted Language 

Learning-U-CALL, which connects different digital arrangements to supplement the 

educational process. There are many computer-based educational programmes that 

were created based on the concept of drill, however, they reached today a higher 

level of sophistication with a progressive computer programmes and softwares.The 

utilization of computer assisted education has been ascending in popularity more 

and more, as we live in the digital age and none of the online-based education can be 

executed without it. Also, ICT laboratories and interactive boards are available in 

the classrooms and schools provide internet connection and laptops not just for their 

teachers, but also for the students from the disadvantaged social environment.  

According to Thomas (2013, in Tavakoli et al., 2019), with the 

implementation of the internet, smart phones and modern computers into education, 

the teachers can experiment with different methods and strategies from the stone 

classrooms in the digital space. As he further discusses (Ibid.), some students find 

the blogs, vlogs, e-books, and online platforms a very attractive and interactive way 

of learning, where they can more freely express their opinions and creativity than in 

the traditional classrooms, restricted by the teacher and their classmates. Kalaš 

(2013) claims that using computer in the classroom, as well as the sophistication of 

the online education also supports the critical thinking of the students, connects the 

relations of different subjects and develops a direct overleap into the practice, while 

diminishing the learners’ questions like: “why do I need to learn this” and “when 

will I need this in the future”. 

The online classes can be carried out also with the implementation of 

activities from the printed books that the students have got a direct access to or with 

the utilization of their digital form, the e-books.  
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Armstrong et al. (in Vasiliou and Rowley, 2008: 2) characterizes e-book as: 

“Any piece of electronic text regardless of size or composition (a digital 

object), but excluding journal publications, made available electronically (or 

optically) for any device (handheld or desk-bound) that includes a screen.” 

While Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary is defining the e-book as: 

“A book that is displayed on a computer screen or on an electronic device 

that is held in the hand, instead of being printed on paper.” 

The advantage of an e-book is not only its easy accessibility and use via 

online connections. Robinson (2008) further lists that e-books contain direct 

hyperlinks, which can be followed while reading the books, together with 

explanation of the vocabulary and its connection to online dictionaries. Same as 

printed books, they are suitable for people of all different ages, interests, and levels 

of language. Numerous literary texts are freely available in the e-book libraries 

without any charge. Students can access the content online and download it into 

their electronic devices and participate on the educational process from basically 

anywhere, without the need to carry multiple printed materials and the books. 

Chen’s study (2013) examined the utilization of the e-books in the classes, while 

teaching EFL, showing the raise in the language comprehension and expansion of 

the vocabulary, as well as reading motivation of the students. Digital materials and 

e-books can be especially essential in the times of online learning, when many 

students are studying from home and their internet connection is not always as good 

as it is required for the online lessons and due to that reason, the quality of teaching 

process is lowered. In this case, students can access the materials offline, read and 

complete the activities on their own pace and send them to the teacher afterwards, 

without missing the necessary content of the lesson, even when the internet is not 

working properly.  

To ensure a complex understanding of the text, whether it is taught online or 

offline, according to Scrivener (2011), it is important that the teachers employ the 

students into pre- text, - text and post- text stages so that they can focus on the 

narrative itself, not just on the chunks of text, as Smith and Morris agree (2019).  

– Pre- text stage contains introduction of the text and clarification. It is a 

space dedicated to motivation of the students for the upcoming activity; it also 

introduces the topic and important language. This stage includes pre- reading, which 

is the first familiarization with the text. Teacher is supposed to ask the questions and 

raise the interest of the students in the text, focus learners on the text’s subject and 

what should be the centre of their attention while reading, ask about the pictures, key 

words, headlines, etc. (Scrivener, 2011). According to Veselá and Kováčiková 

(2016), letting the students guess the context is decisive for further comprehension. 

– Text stage is the actual reading stage, starting with quick reading- skimming 
and scanning, as well as searching for the concrete information and meaning. In this 
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stage, the exercises are involved that help with understanding, searching for the 

concrete words or pictures in the text (Scrivener, 2011). 

– Post- text stage is based on post- reading activities, which are deepening the 

understanding of the article. Scrivener (2011) and Varone (n.d.) are listing role play, 

discussion, writing, quiz making, concept maps, etc.  

A teacher can create the pre- reading activities in the online classes before the 

actual reading of the literary text. Then the teacher assigns students to read the 

literary text in the e-book for homeworkand create the post-reading activities for the 

online lesson or with an individual completion and submission. Students can also 

create the projects and present them online with videos and post-reading activities. 

The online platforms allow the screen sharing andchatting in the chat window for 

the immediate feedback, as well as recording the session, which can be shared 

between the students, who are able to go back to the recorded lecture and learn from 

it afterwards.  

Kalaš (2013) lists various forms of online learning materials and the 

differences between digitalized course book and digital course book, which can be 

used effectively in the online learning. He explains (Ibid., 2013) the digitalized 

course book as a traditional course book that is transferred into electronic form by 

scanning the pages of the original printed book. Many times, it is also the case of the 

literary texts that are only scanned into PDF format or form of images, without the 

possibility of further digital interaction. Digitalized materials and literary texts are 

not as sophisticated as the digital course book, which according to Kalaš (2013) 

contains progressive content adjusted to the needs of a modern learner, taking into 

consideration his abilities, skills and experiences, background and learning styles, as 

well as exercises and various functions to make the learning process more 

interesting and thus raises students’ motivation.  

There are also available literary texts and e-books, which use grammar-

translation method directly, providing one page in English and the opposite page in 

the mother tongue. However, as Miller (1963) states sometimes the texts are not 

provided with direct translations, but similarities and might cause unwanted 

confusions while being read. But also, the humanistic approach of learning stresses 

the understanding of the whole utterance, instead of direct translation of the text, 

which can be essential for the EFL (Ibid.).  

According to research of Wang (2017) and Salehi (2012) many teachers are 

still very conservative in their teaching approach and are avoiding the ICT in their 

lessons. For those, the digital materials, and e-books available in the digital libraries, 

might be a good compromise, especially in the online education. As Chambers and 

Gregory (2006) are suggesting, the students should be exposed to literary texts, read 

and analyse them in order to be able to understand the whole language discourse 

outside the classes. To avoid that, students might read the words, but do not 

understand the message or the context in which they are occurring.  
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Chen (2014) lists “story selection, listening, shared reading, independent 

reading, and drama”, activities that serve both in foreign language teaching, as well 

as in its natural acquisition and with certain adjustment can be also used online to 

raise the motivation of the students, as well as their attention span, which is also a 

question of concern during the online classes.  

One study (Booth, 2020) executed by Microsoft company in 2015, brought 

the results that the adults’ ability to focus on one task without interference is only 8 

seconds, which is extremely short time, when we take into consideration that an 

average EFL lesson lasts 45 minutes. According to Fridman (in Gajdáčová and 

Kováčiková, 2016) people remember approximately: 

– 10% of the things they read, 

– 20% of the things they hear, 

– 30% of things they see,  

– 50% of what they hear and see at the same,  

– 70% of what they see, hear and activities they participate in at the same 

time,  

– 90% they remember from their own experience.  

Because of all these reasons, the teachers must be very creative, to keep their 

online classes interactive and interesting from both, teacher’s and learner’s points of 

view. To keep all the learning styles included within the online class, it is effective 

to use different dimensions of interactions and studying. The printed materials are 

used with a supplementation of audio-texts, music, video clips and podcasts. 

Bancroft (1982) suggests the effective way to amplify different learning 
strategies to achieve better results is Suggestopedia, a teaching method, developed 
by a Bulgarian psychologist Lozanov in 1970s, combining creative environment, 
relaxing tools, the elements of yoga, background music with drills to teach the 
foreign language. Galti (2018) discusses that Suggestopedia is effective in 
improving the EFL learners’ abilities, especially when learning the foreign language 
vocabulary, phrases and literary texts. It respects the individualities and learning 
styles of the students, as well as eliminates stress and provides relaxing 
environment. Adamson (1997) analyses the benefits of the method, using the 
techniques of NLP and memorizing the parts of the text, which he finds effective in 
learning EFL, especially while using literary techniques, such as drama activities 
and storytelling. O'Connor and Seymour (1994) agree that NLP techniques 
(Neurolinguistic Programming) are not just beneficial for better communication and 
training, but also for improving the confidence and motivation of the learners.  

As Lozanov and Gateva (1988) describe the techniques of suggestopedia, 
teachers can use the background music while reading or telling the stories, dim the 
lights or move the learners to the other part of the classroom, with a rug for example, 
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to initiate the relaxation. Suggestopedia can be adjusted to the online classes, while 
the learners are learning from their comfort zones. The teachers may ask the students 
to move to the other room in order to change the learning experience and add the 
background music while teaching. Lozanov and Gateva (1988) advise to use the 
classical or violin music, while the students are making direct connections with the 
learnt material and the music serves as a mnemotechnical aid. The intonation of the 
speech and its dynamics are important factors, as well, together with humorous 
playfulness in the language communication (Ibid.). Hayashi (2015) in his study, 
executed on EFL learners in Japan, claims that using music in the EFL classes can 
positively influence the pronunciation of the learners, even if they have already 
passed the critical hypotheses period. 

To enhance the online lessons in the foreign language lesson, also some 

movement activities can be employed, such as small stretching, guided meditation, 

drama activities or role plays.  

Audio-texts are sometimes part of the literary texts in the e-books or course 

books, in both printed and digital forms.They can represent an essential tool to be 

used in the EFL online lessons, especially for those students who struggle with 

reading the written texts. Students can download them into their device and listen to 

them practically from anywhere. The audio-texts can also be favoured by the tutors, 

who prefer to expose their students to the literary stories read by the native speakers. 

Basal et al. (2015) were examining the effectivity of listening to audio-texts while 

learning the foreign language, compared to watching the video. The tested sample 

showed better results in learning with the help of watching the video.  

Both, e-books and audio-texts can be used in storytelling technique, which 

according to Palombini (2017) is essential for teaching the history, cultural heritage 

and intercultural communication. Nan (2015) investigated using storytelling in 

teaching grammar at the colleges in China and claims that storytelling in EFL 

classes initiates active learning. 

Podcasts are rising in popularity nowadays, but many people are still not 

familiar with the concept of sharing the information and spreading the education via 

these modern streams of learning. Robinson (2009: 38) defines podcast as: 

“The term ‘podcastʼ is a combination of the words iPod and broadcast, 
with ‘iPodʼ being the name given to a family of portable MP3 players from Apple 
Inc. ‘MP3ʼ is a common file format for electronic audio files. Audio files, or, 
MP3 files, can contain verbal speech, music, or a combination of both. MP3 files 
can be played or listened to using MP3 players, which can be portable devices 
such as the Apple iPod or Microsoft Zune, or an MP3 player can simply be 
software that is installed and used on a computer. The basic concept of 
“broadcast” is the ability to send out, and in terms of podcasting, broadcasting is 
the ability to share MP3 files in such a way that the files are delivered to the user. 
Therefore, a podcast is simply an MP3 file that can be played on an MP3 player, 
and an MP3 player is a device that stores digital files (not unlike CDs) and plays 
them back for the listener.“ 
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Podcasts, similarly to audio books, can be listened to for free on dedicated 

podcasting platforms or downloaded into a device of the choice and used in any 

preferred time or place. Podcasts can be created by anyone for anyone around the 

world. On the podcasting platforms are shared different shows, from all parts of life, 

with both educational and entertaining content. Numerous literary books and literary 

segments, or even the whole shows about literature appear on the podcast platforms 

and students can learn by listening to them, instead of sitting above the books and 

reading the long masterpieces. Rajic (2013) discusses the educational benefits that 

podcasts have for the students, especially considering the fact that lecturers can 

upload their lectures, in the forms of podcasts, online and students can listen to them 

repeatedly, rewind and repeat the lectures, download them and listen to them 

practically anywhere, while doing sport or commuting. Rajic (Ibid.) also accentuates 

the fact that it might be mostly effective for the audio learners, who mainly learn by 

listening to audio content.  

Videos are perceived as a very essential interactive tool for both online and 

offline classes, as they make learning process more interesting and contain wide 

variety of different subjects of interest.  

Watkins and Wilkins (2011) investigated using videoed literary stories in the 

EFL teaching and their research brought positive results on the pronunciation, 

motivation, and general students’ comprehension of the learnt concept. Videos can 

be widely applied into online EFL lessons with literature as they help the students 

with understanding of the literary texts, even if they have not read the books 

themselves. Watching literary stories in the videos and listening to the pronunciation 

of the targeted language can enhance the whole literary experience (widely 

applicable to all age groups), which should be followed by well-chosen pre- 

watching, watching and post-watching activities and these can elevate not just the 

online lesson, but the whole EFL learning. 

CONCLUSION 

In our paper we researched different techniques and resources, which can be 

applied into recent times of the online education. Using variety of literary texts in 

the online classes via different tools, digital platforms and online activities can bring 

fresh air, not just into online classes, but also into whole EFL teaching of all age 

groups and levelsin the digital age. 
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НАСТАВА ЕНГЛЕСКОГ КРОЗ КЊИЖЕВНОСТ У ДИГИТАЛНОМ ДОБУ 

Резиме 

Због социјалног дистанцирања, настава је данас постала изазов више него 

икад раније. Наставници траже различите ресурсе и користе разне методе и актив-

ности са циљем стварања занимљивих и адекватних образовних пракси у онлајн 

простору. Настава је премештена из образовних институција у онлајн простор, што 

захтева не само опсежну креативност, већ и додатне наставне технике и материјале 

који побољшавају образовне процесе. Иако је књижевност сматрана старомодним 

извором и срушена је са пиједеста образовних ресурса, стварајући простор за 

савременије наставне технике, она најављује свој повратак у дигитално доба. Нуди 

бројне основне начине који се могу користити за учење енглеског језика. У нашем 

раду ћемо размотрити технике учења енглеског језика путем књижевности и њено 

урањање у онлајн образовање.  

Кључне речи: учење помоћу књижевности, ЕФЛ, онлајн образовање, 

наставне технике, наставне методе. 


